
To: the General Assembly of the State of Maryland                       3/29/22 6:03pm 

Re: Reproductive Rights Bill 1171 

I am writing in regards to the most incredibly heinous and morally twisted legislation being presented 
before you tomorrow, a bill that has no precedent in its base degradation of women, children and 
babies; that actually extends legal government protection and approval of pedophilia and infanticide in 
the State of Maryland. 

The fact that Assembly is actually entertaining this horror, is beyond comprehension.  

If passed, this legislation will make Maryland a welcome respite for every demented pedophile who will 
further traumatize their raped child victims with abortion - that would be constitutionally approved by 
your legislative body. 

Unfortunately for the child victim, and probably the most attractive part for the pedophile, is that there 
would be no penalty for raping a child in Maryland, allowing the rapist to perpetrate this trauma over 
and over again on the same child and others, as well as continuing the killing of the innocent unborn - 
literally manufacturing babies for “processing” at the abortion clinics. No doubt there is a lot of money 
involved in the butchering of innocent human flesh.   

As is always the case, the targets will be disproportionately Black and Hispanic and the focused abortion 
clinics will be in minority neighborhoods. Black genocide by aborting black babies in Baltimore City is 
nothing new, but this takes on monumental proportions by allowing Maryland to  become a  
“destination center” for child sexual assault, rape, and abortion . Do you, as representatives of the 
people of Maryland, really want your state to be a paradise for the perversities mentioned here? 

I can hardly believe I am having to write such a letter as this and that human legislators with souls are 
actually going to consider it for passage.  

If by some tragedy this legal treachery is passed, you, the elected officials of the state of Maryland , will 
be far more guilty of the ruination of women and girls  and the slaughter of  innocent children than any 
psychopath that takes advantage of it. 

 If you have any goodness in your hearts, your decision is already made. You must vote against this bill. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Doller RN 

scdoller@comcast.net 


